
Tealight jars with paper punch figures
Instructions No. 1410
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 15 Minutes

The most beautiful paper decorations can be conjured up particularly quickly with motif punching . The paper figures look cheerful and
paschal on tea light glasses!

The following Craft Punch are required for the punching figures

Chick 
Body = oval serrated 3,8 cm 
Wings = Oval 2,5 cm 
Feet = retro flower 1,6 cm 
Beak = circle 2,8 cm 

Chicken 
Body = oval 3,8 cm 
Wings = Oval 2,5 cm 
Feet & comb = retro flower 1,6 cm 
Beak = from circle 2,8 
Goiter = heart 8 x 9 mm 

Flowers 
Retro flower 2,5 cm 
Retro flower 1,6 cm

This is the way to succeed with the punched figure tealight
glasses

Punch out all required paper forms as indicated. For the eyes of the chick
and the chicken, cut circles of Ø 1 cm by hand 

With Handicraft glue all paper parts are glued together to form the individual
figures. Then paint with a white gloss varnish Marker Contours on the figures
and with a black liner the pupils in the eyes. This gives the figures the
important optical finish. 

The retro flowers on the third Glass for tea lights are punched in 1.6 cm and
2.5 cm. Again, paint contours with white liner and place the pistils through a
white dot. 

All figures with Glue pads or place Handicraft glue on the tea light glasses.
The lower edge of each glass is decorated with a piece of Felt ribbon "lawn".



I'll do it right away!
With motif punching, many other craft ideas can
be realized. Matching the tea light glasses, it is
practical to tinker with the following ideas:

The instruction 1430 Napkins-Clamp with
punched figure "Chicken" shows you how easy it
is to create small decorative eye-catchers on the
Easter table.

Article number Article name Qty
502221 Photo cardboard block 1
133821 Fiskars Classic-Hobby scissors, 13 cm 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
567206-02 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,0 mm, 400 pieces 1
411530 VBS Felt ribbon "Turf" 1
567732-08 POSCA Marker PC-3MWhite 1
567732-07 POSCA Marker PC-3MBlack 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/napkin-clip-with-punch-figure-chicken-t1576/
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